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Sangsun Lee stands in between traditional thoughts of defining painting/sculpture, flat 

surface/cubical shape and two-dimensionality/three- dimensionality. Further more he decisively 

enters into these boundaries and disconnects fixed and institutionalised loops one by one. Here, 

we should pay attention to his search of new possibilities through tying and rejoining these loops. 

Thusthe scissors he uses here are neither for separation nor disconnection, but for productive 

readjustments for a new ground.  

 

To put such strategy in Lee's words would be 'two-dimensional installation'. Of course, such 

conception does not come to us easily as it is a rather immature conception, provoking 

contradictory notions in relation to art historical context. Still more, for it constantly developing 

and not being a complete one is probably the cause of the uneasiness. But two-dimensional 

installation is not a simple combination of two and three-dimensionality. He divides art practice 

into two different genres of two-dimensional and three-dimensional works. The art work, the 

object placed in a three-dimensional space is cubical without a doubt. When such object is placed 

on a wall, it will have a relief like an effect. Lee recognises this as an extension of two-

dimensionality. Thetwo-dimensionality here does not simply represent mathematical or conceptual 

worlds, but a world physically and concretely arranged by the meeting of the wall and the art 

work. Therefore where the painting is installed is neither two-dimensional nor three-dimensional 

space, but a newly found space. On one hand he regards the act of inserting an object into the 

space as a way of destroying the preexisting space. On the other hand he actively accepts and 

reinterprets it as a rebirth. Therefore the space becomes a part of the work and his painting 

naturally gains three-dimensionality.  

 

Lee, who distances himself from clearly and logically defining two and three-dimensionality, the 

space itself contains an important message to him. His two-dimensional installations start off from 

laborious working methods and two-dimensionalelements. In his previous works several charters 

were presented on one canvas, but contrarily in his recent works he tries to cut and bring out 

individual character. Therefore while corresponding to independently given spaces individualised 

character reveals a section of the two-dimensional installation that Lee is planning towards. He 



has also previously shown tendencies of including personal everyday narratives into his work, but 

recently he excludes these narrative elements and allows the character itself to independently exit 

within the painting. Further more characters used in the recent works come from newspapers, 

magazines, posters and commercial advertisements cut outs familiar and inhumane feelings are 

brought to us at the same time. Excluding details, by pursuing simplified shapes and broader 

surfaceof colors, relatively neutral personality is born. While looking at it closely, we should not 

fail to notice the fact that individual character in the painting holds its own subjective impression.  

In order to accentuate two-dimensional flatness, Lee adopts an authentic method of incorporating 

colors into his work. Thus, by controllingthe gradation and brightness, he excludes three-

dimensional effects and reaches the flatness he seeks in the work. He fundamentally distances 

himself from using primary and solid colors straight out of paint tubes. By incorporating 

persistent experiments, he newly reconstitutes, taking out and mixing colors in his own 

experimental and scientific way. By investigating gradations of colors, he creates subtle changes in 

them. As a result colors in the final work hold a lighthearted duality of dark and bight,heavy and 

light.  

 

Lastly, he names all the individual characters in his painting, and such names carry poetic auras. 

Why? That is because the name originates from literatures. Sangsun Lee who has been indulged 

in the poet, Lee Sang's works for many years naturally immanent it in his work; having read Lee 

Sang's writing for more than 30 times. Fatalistically selecting texts from Lee Sang's work he gives 

individual characters newly found lives according to their imageries. By interrelating their positions 

within the space, cold characters are turned warm and idiosyncratic.  

 

Underneath his inquires into the ultimate two-dimensionality, more of Lee's willingness to 

overcome such flatness is evident. He reassembles by entering into the foundation and 

recognition of the two-dimensionality he expands its territory and finds a way of breaking out of 

it. Therefore his internal swing operates on affirmation instead of uncertainties. Whether that is 

intentionalor not, recollecting the fact that he spars the subject matter of his work, imagining 

where hidden meanings are revealed and connected to formal elements, I anticipate for his 

forthcoming works with a keen interest. 

 


